ABOUT MODI GmbH
MODI GmbH is the market leader in the production
of incoming goods systems, which are used for the
recording, the registration, the accounting and the
matching of electronic modules on component rolls,
drypacks, cardboard or trays.
The system guarantees complete traceability. So
it is always recognizable which product, batch, lot
number or date codes of components when and
where has been installed. Defective components
can be localized and taken out of circulation quickly
and precisely.
The patented ADOMO® technology, a camera
combination with deflecting mirrors, is used for fast
and detailed detection of barcodes, labels or plain
text.
MODI products are MADE IN GERMANY and they
stands for german engineering, reliability and
longevity.

DESIGN YOUR INCOMING GOODS
TRANSPARENTLY AND WITHOUT ERRORS.
WITH THE INCOMING GOODS SCANNER
FROM MODI, YOU ALWAYS HAVE ALL THE
PRODUCTION COMPONENTS IN VIEW.

An der Hoehe 20
D-51674 Wiehl
phone: +49 2261 // 91 552 - 0
fax: +49 2261 // 91 552 - 39
info@moditrace.net
www.moditrace.net

ROBO WES
THE FULLY AUTOMATED
INCOMING GOODS SCANNER
www.moditrace.net

ROBO WES
The combination of mechanical and plant engineering
in conjunction with modern technologies are among
the core competences of MODI GmbH. With the aim of
optimizing incoming goods processes, ROBO WES uses
robot technology.
The robot arm mounted on the table has been designed
so that it can quickly and reliably handle all incoming
goods processes. It is used to record, register, account
and to match electronic modules on component rolls.
Because of the precision and speed of the ROBO WES,
MODI has achieved a technological progress.
The stepless speed setting of the robot arm reaches
three times the speed of all available incoming goods
scanners in a zero-defect strategy.

FULLY AUTOMATED
RELABELINGSTATION
The basic equipment of the system provides that an
employee pushes the component rolls on a specially
developed trolley into the table and the robot arm
registers, labels and sorts them individually on customer
request.
By using a sophisticated transport system in the form
of a roller or rail system, the ROBO WES can be fed fully
automated. The component roll is then transported
independently to the appropriate warehouse or for
further processing.
Integration in customer-specific processes! Through
workshops with the customer, the necessary processes
will be integrated directly into the individual system.
MODI offers tailor-made solutions in all areas.

